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Summary. Determining how to select the tuning parameter appropriately is essential in penalized likelihood methods for high dimensional data analysis. We examine this problem in the
setting of penalized likelihood methods for generalized linear models, where the dimensionality of covariates p is allowed to increase exponentially with the sample size n. We propose to
select the tuning parameter by optimizing the generalized information criterion with an appropriate model complexity penalty. To ensure that we consistently identify the true model, a range
for the model complexity penalty is identified in the generlized information criterion. We find that
this model complexity penalty should diverge at the rate of some power of log.p/ depending
on the tail probability behaviour of the response variables. This reveals that using the Akaike
information criterion or Bayes information criterion to select the tuning parameter may not be
adequate for consistently identifying the true model. On the basis of our theoretical study, we
propose a uniform choice of the model complexity penalty and show that the approach proposed
consistently identifies the true model among candidate models with asymptotic probability 1.
We justify the performance of the procedure proposed by numerical simulations and a gene
expression data analysis.
Keywords: Generalized information criterion; Generalized linear model; Penalized likelihood;
Tuning parameter selection; Variable selection

1.

Introduction

Various types of high dimensional data are encountered in many disciplines when solving practical problems, e.g. gene expression data for disease classiﬁcations (Golub et al., 1999), ﬁnancial
market data for portfolio construction and assessment (Jagannathan and Ma, 2003) and spatial
earthquake data for geographical analysis (van der Hilst et al., 2007), among many others. To
meet the challenges in analysing high dimensional data, penalized likelihood methods have been
extensively studied; see Hastie et al. (2009) and Fan and Lv (2010) for overviews among a large
amount of recent literature.
Though demonstrated effective in analysing high dimensional data, the performance of
penalized likelihood methods depends on the choice of the tuning parameters, which control
the trade-off between the bias and variance in resulting estimators (Hastie et al., 2009; Fan and
Lv, 2010). Generally speaking, the optimal properties of those penalized likelihood methods
require certain speciﬁcations of the optimal tuning parameters (Fan and Lv, 2010). However,
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theoretically quantiﬁed optimal tuning parameters are not practically feasible, because they
are valid only asymptotically and usually depend on unknown nuisance parameters in the
true model. Therefore, in practical implementations, penalized likelihood methods are usually
applied with a sequence of tuning parameters resulting in a corresponding collection of models. Then, selecting an appropriate model and equivalently the corresponding tuning parameter
becomes an important question of interest, both theoretically and practically.
Traditionally in model selection, cross-validation and information criteria—including the
Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973) and Bayes information criterion (BIC)
(Schwarz, 1978)—are widely applied. A generalized information criterion (Nishii, 1984) is constructed as follows:
measure of model ﬁtting + an × measure of model complexity,

.1:1/

where an is some positive sequence that depends only on the sample size n and that controls the
penalty on model complexity. The rationale of the information criteria for model selection is that
the true model can uniquely optimize the information criterion (1.1) by appropriately choosing
an . Hence, the choice of an becomes crucial for effectively identifying the true model. The minus
log-likelihood is commonly used as a measure of the model ﬁtting, and an is 2 and log.n/ in
the AIC and BIC respectively. It is known that the BIC can identify the true model consistently
in linear regression with ﬁxed dimensional covariates, whereas the AIC may fail because of
overﬁtting (Shao, 1997). Meanwhile, cross-validation is shown asymptotically equivalent to the
AIC (Yang, 2005) so they behave similarly.
When applying penalized likelihood methods, existing model selection criteria are naturally
incorporated to select the tuning parameter. Analogously to those results for model selection,
Wang et al. (2007) showed that the tuning parameter that is selected by the BIC can identify
the true model consistently for the smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) approach in
Fan and Li (2001), whereas the AIC and cross-validation may fail to play such a role (see
also Zhang et al. (2010)). However, those studies on tuning parameter selection for penalized
likelihood methods are mainly for ﬁxed dimensionality. Wang et al. (2009) recently considered
tuning parameter selection in the setting of linear regression with diverging dimensionality and
showed that a modiﬁed BIC continues to work for tuning parameter selection. However, their
analysis is conﬁned to the penalized least squares method, and the dimensionality p of covariates
is not allowed to exceed the sample size n. We also refer to Chen and Chen (2008) for a recent
study on an extended BIC and its property for Gaussian linear models, and Wang and Zhu
(2011) for tuning parameter selection in high dimensional penalized least squares.
The current trend of high dimensional data analysis poses new challenges for tuning parameter selection. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work accommodating tuning
parameter selection for general penalized likelihood methods when the dimensionality p grows
exponentially with the sample size n, i.e. log.p/ = O.nκ / for some κ > 0. The problem is challenging in a few respects. First, note that there are generally no explicit forms of the maximum
likelihood estimates for models other than the linear regression model, which makes it more
difﬁcult to characterize the asymptotic performance of the ﬁrst part of criterion (1.1). Second,
the exponentially growing dimensionality p induces a huge number of candidate models. We
may reasonably conjecture that the true model may be differentiated from a speciﬁc candidate
model with probability tending to 1 as n → ∞. However, the probability that the true model is
not dominated by any of the candidate models may not be straightforward to calculate, and an
inappropriate choice of an in criterion (1.1) may even cause the model selection consistency to
fail.
We explore in this paper tuning parameter selection for penalized generalized linear regression,
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with penalized Gaussian linear regression as a special case, in which the dimensionality p is
allowed to increase exponentially fast with the sample size n. We systematically examine the
generalized information criterion, and our analysis reveals the connections between the model
complexity penalty an , the data dimensionality p and the tail probability distribution of the
response variables, for consistently identifying the true model. Subsequently, we identify a range
of an such that the tuning parameter that is selected by optimizing the generalized information
criterion can achieve model selection consistency. We ﬁnd that, when p grows polynomially with
sample size n, the modiﬁed BIC (Wang et al., 2009) can still be successful in tuning parameter
selection. But, when p grows exponentially with sample size n, an should diverge with some
power of log.p/, where the power depends on the tail distribution of response variables. This
produces a phase diagram of how the model complexity penalty should adapt to the growth of
sample size n and dimensionality p. Our theoretical investigations, numerical implementations
by simulations and a data analysis illustrate that the approach proposed can be effectively and
conveniently applied in practice. As demonstrated in Fig. 3 in Section 5.2 for analysing a gene
expression data set, we ﬁnd that a single gene identiﬁed by the approach proposed can be very
informative in predictively differentiating between two types of leukaemia patients.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the problem and deﬁne
the model selection criterion GIC. To study GIC, we ﬁrst investigate the asymptotic property
of a proxy for GIC in Section 3, and we summarize the main result of the paper in Section 4.
Section 5 demonstrates the proposed approach via numerical examples of simulations and gene
expression data analysis, and Section 6 contains the technical conditions and some intermediate
results. The technical proofs are contained in Appendix A.
2.

Penalized generalized linear regression and tuning parameter selection

Let {.xi , Yi /}ni=1 be independent data with the scalar response variable Yi and the corresponding
p-dimensional covariate vector xi for the ith observation. We consider the generalized linear
model (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) with the conditional density function of Yi given xi
fi .yi ; θi , φ/ = exp{yi θi − b.θi / + c.yi , φ/},

.2:1/

where θi = xiT β is the canonical parameter with β a p-dimensional regression coefﬁcient, b.·/
and c.·, ·/ are some suitably chosen known functions, E[Yi |xi ] = μi = b .θi /, g.μi / = θi is the link
function, and φ is a known scale parameter. Thus, the log-likelihood function for β is given by
ln .β/ =

n


{Yi xiT β − b.xiT β/ + c.Yi , φ/}:

i=1

.2:2/

The dimensionality p in our study is allowed to increase with sample size n exponentially fast—
i.e. log.p/ = O.nκ / for some κ > 0. To enhance the model ﬁtting accuracy and to ensure the model
identiﬁability, it is commonly assumed that the true population parameter β0 is sparse, with
only a small fraction of non-zeros (Tibshirani, 1996; Fan and Li, 2001). Let α0 = supp.β0 / be the
support of the true model consisting of indices of all non-zero components in β0 , and let sn = |α0 |
be the number of true covariates, which may increase with n and which satisﬁes sn = o.n/. To ease
the presentation, we suppress the dependence of sn on n whenever there is no confusion. By using
compact notation, we write Y = .Y1 , : : : , Yn /T as the n-vector of response, X = .x1 , : : : , xn /T =
.x̃1 , : : : , x̃p / as the n × p ﬁxed design matrix and μ = b .Xβ/ = √
.b .x1T β/, : : : , b .xnT β//T as the
mean vector. We standardize each column of X so that x̃j 2 = n for j = 1, : : : , p.
In practice, the true parameter β0 is unknown and needs to be estimated from data. Penalized
likelihood methods have attracted substantial attention recently for simultaneously selecting and
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estimating the unknown parameters. The penalized maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is
broadly deﬁned as


p

λn
β̂ = arg maxp ln .β/ − n pλn .|βj |/ ,
.2:3/
β∈R

j=1

where pλn .·/ is some penalty function with tuning parameter λn  0. For simplicity, we suppress
the dependence of λn on n and write it as λ when there is no confusion. Let αλ = supp.β̂λ /
be the model that is identiﬁed by the penalized likelihood method with tuning parameter
λ.
For the penalized likelihood method to identify the underlying true model successfully and to
enjoy desirable properties, it is critically important to choose an appropriate tuning parameter
λ. Intuitively, a too large or too small tuning parameter imposes respectively an excessive or
λ
inadequate penalty on the magnitude of the parameter so the support of β̂ is different from
that of the true model α0 . Clearly, a meaningful discussion of tuning parameter selection in
equation (2.3) requires the existence of a λ0 such that αλ0 = α0 , which has been established in
various model settings when different penalty functions are used; see, for example, Zhao and
Yu (2006), Lv and Fan (2009) and Fan and Lv (2011).
To identify the λ0 that leads to the true model α0 , we propose to use the generalized information criterion
1
GICan .λ/ = {D.μ̂λ ; Y/ + an |αλ |},
.2:4/
n
where an is a positive sequence depending only on n and D.μ̂λ ; Y/ is the scaled deviation measure
deﬁned as the scaled log-likelihood ratio of the saturated model and the candidate model with
parameter β̂λ , i.e.
D.μ̂λ ; Y/ = 2{ln .Y; Y/ − ln .μ̂λ ; Y/}

.2:5/

with ln .μ; Y/ the log-likelihood function (2.2) expressed as a function of μ and Y, and μ̂λ =
b .Xβ̂λ /. The scaled deviation measure is used to evaluate the goodness of ﬁt. It reduces to the
sum of squared residuals in Gaussian linear regression. The second component in the deﬁnition
of GIC (2.4) is a penalty on the model complexity. So, intuitively, GIC trades off between
the model ﬁtting and the model complexity by appropriately choosing an . When an = 2 and
an = log.n/, equation (2.4) becomes the classical AIC (Akaike, 1973) and BIC (Schwarz, 1978)
respectively. The modiﬁed BIC (Wang et al., 2009) corresponds to an = Cn log.n/ with a diverging
Cn -sequence. The scaled deviation measure and GIC were also studied in Zhang et al. (2010)
for regularization parameter selection in a ﬁxed dimensional setting.
Our problem of interest now becomes how to choose an appropriately such that the tuning
parameter λ0 can be consistently identiﬁed by minimizing equation (2.4) with respect to λ— i.e.
with probability tending to 1—
inf

{GICan .λ/ − GICan .λ0 /} > 0:

{λ>0:αλ =α0 }

.2:6/

From expressions (2.4) and (2.6), we can see clearly that, to study the choice of an , it is essential to
investigate the asymptotic properties of D.μ̂λ ; Y/ uniformly over a range of λ. Directly studying
λ
D.μ̂λ ; Y/ is challenging because μ̂λ depends on β̂ , which is the maximizer of a possibly nonconcave function (2.3); thus, it takes no explicit form and, more critically, its uniform asymptotic
properties are difﬁcult to establish. To overcome these difﬁculties, we introduce a proxy of
GICan .λ/, which is deﬁned as
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.2:7/

for a given model support α ⊂ {1, : : : , p} that collects indices of all included covariates, and
Å
Å
μ̂αÅ = b {Xβ̂ .α/} with β̂ .α/ being the unpenalized MLE restricted to the space {β ∈ Rp :
supp.β/ = α}, i.e.
Å
β̂ .α/ = arg
max
ln .β/:
.2:8/
{β∈Rp :supp.β/=α}

The critical difference between equations (2.4) and (2.7) is that GICan .λ/ is a function of λ
λ
depending on the penalized MLE β̂ , whereas GICÅan .α/ is a function of model α depending on
Å
the corresponding unpenalized MLE β̂ .α/. Under some signal strength assumptions and some
λ0
Å
regularity conditions, β̂ and β̂ .α0 / are close to each other asymptotically (Zhang and Huang,
2006; Fan and Li, 2001; Lv and Fan, 2009). As a consequence, GICan .λ0 / and GICÅan .α0 / are
also asymptotically close, as formally presented in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Under conditions 1, 2 and 4 in Section 6, if pλ0 . 21 minj∈α0 |β0j |/ = o.s−1=2 n−1=2 ×
then

1=2
an /,

GICan .λ0 / − GICaÅn .α0 / = op .n−1 an /:
.2:9/
Å
Å
Furthermore, it follows from the deﬁnition of β̂ .α/ that, for any λ > 0, GICan .λ/  GICan .αλ /:
Therefore, proposition 1 entails
GIC .λ/ − GIC .λ /  GICÅ .α / − GICÅ .α / + GICÅ .α / − GIC .λ /
an

an

0

an

λ

an

0

an

0

= GICaÅn .αλ / − GICaÅn .α0 / + op .n−1 an /:

an

0

.2:10/

Hence, the difﬁculties of directly studying GIC can be overcome by using the proxy GICÅ as a
bridge, whose properties are elaborated in the next section.
3.

Asymptotic properties of the proxy generalized information criterion

3.1. Underfitted models
Å
From deﬁnition (2.7), the properties of GICÅ depend on the unpenalized MLE β̂ .α/ and scaled
deviance measure D.μ̂αÅ ; Y/. When the truth α0 is given, it is well known from classical statistical
Å
theory that β̂ .α0 / consistently estimates the population parameter β0 . However, such a result
is less intuitive if α = α0 . In fact, as shown in proposition 2 in Section 6, uniformly for all |α|  K
Å
for some positive integer K > s and K = o.n/, β̂ .α/ converges in probability to the minimizer
βÅ .α/ of the following Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence:
I{β.α/} = E[log.f Å =gα /] =

n

i=1

{b .xiT β0 /xiT .β0 − β.α// − b.xiT β0 / + b.xiT β.α//},

.3:1/

where β.α/ is a p-dimensional parameter vector with support α, f Å is the density of the underlying true model and gα is the density of the model with population parameter β.α/. Intuitively,
model α coupled with the population parameter βÅ .α/ has the smallest KL divergence from the
truth among all models with support α. Since the KL divergence is non-negative and I.β0 / = 0,
the true parameter β0 is a global minimizer of equation (3.1). To ensure identiﬁability, we assume
that equation (3.1) has a unique minimizer βÅ .α/ for every α satisfying |α|  K. This unique
minimizer assumption will be further discussed in Section 6. Thus, it follows immediately that
βÅ .α/ = β0 for all α ⊇ α0 with |α|  K, and consequently I{βÅ .α/} = 0. Hereinafter, we refer to
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the population model α as the model that is associated with the population parameter βÅ .α/.
We refer to α as an overﬁtted model if α  α0 , and as an underﬁtted model if α ⊃ α0 .
For an underﬁtted population model α, the KL divergence I{βÅ .α/} measures the deviance
from the truth due to missing at least one true covariate. Therefore, we deﬁne
1
δn = inf I{βÅ .α/}
.3:2/
α⊃α0 n
|α|K

as an essential measure of the smallest signal strength of the true covariates, which effectively
controls the extent to which the true model can be distinguished from underﬁtted models.
Let μαÅ = b .X βÅ .α// and μ0 = b .Xβ0 / be the population mean vectors corresponding to the
parameter βÅ .α/ and the true parameter β0 respectively. It can be seen from deﬁnition (3.1)
that
I{βÅ .α/} = 21 E[D.μÅα ; Y/ − D.μ0 ; Y/]:
Hence, 2 I{βÅ .α/} is the population version of the difference between D.μ̂Åα ; Y/ and D.μ̂Å0 ; Y/,
Å
where μ̂0Å = μ̂αÅ0 = b .X β̂ .α0 // is the estimated population mean vector knowing the truth
α0 . Therefore, the KL divergence I.·/ can be intuitively understood as a population distance
between a model α and the truth α0 . The following theorem formally characterizes the uniform convergence result of the difference of scaled deviance measures to its population version
2 I{βÅ .α/}.
Theorem 1. Under conditions 1 and 2 in Section 6, as n → ∞,
1
sup
|D.μ̂Åα ; Y/ − D.μ̂Å0 ; Y/ − 2I{βÅ .α/}| = Op .Rn /,
|α|K n|α|
α⊂{1,:::,p}

when either

√
(a) the Yi s are bounded or Gaussian distributed, Rn = {log.p/=n}, and log.p/ = o.n/, or
(b) the Yi s are unbounded and non-Gaussian distributed,
1=2−τ / with τ ∈ .0, 1 ], condition 3 holds, R =
the
n
2
√ design matrix2 satisﬁes maxij |xij | = O.n
{log.p/=n} + mn log.p/=n and log.p/ = o[min{n2τ log.n/−1 K−2 , nm−2
n }] with mn deﬁned
in condition 3.

Theorem 1 ensures that, for any model α satisfying |α|  K,
2
GICaÅn .α/ − GICÅan .α0 / = I{βÅ .α/} + .|α| − |α0 |/{an n−1 − Op .Rn /}:
.3:3/
n
Hence, it implies that if a model α is far from the truth—i.e. I{βÅ .α/} is large—then this
population discrepancy can be detected by looking at the sample value of the proxy GICÅ .α/.
an

Combining equations (3.2) with (3.3), we immediately ﬁnd that, if δn K−1 R−1
n → ∞ as n → ∞
and an is chosen such that an = o.s−1 nδn /, then, for sufﬁciently large n,
inf

α⊃α0 , |α|K

{GICÅan .α/ − GICÅan .α0 /} > δn − san n−1 − Op .KRn /  δn =2,

.3:4/

with probability tending to 1. Thus, condition (3.4) indicates that, as long as the signal δn is not
decaying to 0 too fast, any underﬁtted model leads to a non-negligible increment in the proxy
GICÅ . This guarantees that minimizing GICaÅn .α/ with respect to α can identify the true model
α0 among all underﬁtted models asymptotically.
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However, for any overﬁtted model α  α0 with |α|  K, βÅ .α/ = β0 , and thus I{βÅ .α/} = 0.
Consequently, the true model α0 cannot be differentiated from an overﬁtted model α by using
the formulation (3.3). In fact, the study of overﬁtted models is far more difﬁcult in a high
dimensional setting, as detailed in the next subsection.

3.2. Overfitted models: the main challenge
It is known that, for an overﬁtted model α, the difference of scaled deviation measures
D.μ̂Å ; Y/ − D.μ̂ ; Y/ = 2{l .μ̂Å ; Y/ − l .μ̂Å ; Y/}
α

n

0

n

0

α

.3:5/

with |α| − |α0 | degrees of freedom when p is ﬁxed.
follows asymptotically the
Since there are only a ﬁnite number of candidate models for ﬁxed p, a model complexity penalty
diverging to ∞ at an appropriate rate with sample size n facilitates an information criterion to
identify the true model consistently; see, for example, Shao (1997), Bai et al. (1999), Wang et al.
(2007), Zhang et al. (2010) and references therein. However, when p grows with n, the device in
traditional model selection theory cannot be carried forward. Substantial challenges arise from
two aspects. One is how to characterize the asymptotic probabilistic behaviour of equation (3.5)
when |α| − |α0 | itself is diverging. The other is how to deal with so many candidate models, the
number of which grows combinatorially fast with p.
Let H0 = diag{b .Xβ0 /} be the diagonal matrix of the variance of Y, and Xα be a submatrix
of X formed by columns whose indices are in α. For any overﬁtted model α, we deﬁne the
associated projection matrix as
χ2 -distribution

Bα = H0 Xα .XαT H0 Xα /−1 XαT H0 :
.3:6/
Å
When the Yi s are Gaussian, β̂ .α/ is the least squares estimate and admits an explicit form so
that direct calculations yield
−1=2
−1=2
D.μ̂Å ; Y/ − D.μ̂ ; Y/ = −.Y − μ /T H
.B − B /H
.Y − μ /:
.3:7/
1=2

α

1=2

0

0

0

α

α0

0

0

When the Yi s are non-Gaussian, this result still holds, but only approximately. In fact, as formally
shown in proposition 3 in Section 6,
−1=2
−1=2
D.μ̂αÅ ; Y/ − D.μ̂0 ; Y/ = −.Y − μ0 /T H0 .Bα − Bα0 /H0 .Y − μ0 /

+ .|α| − |α0 |/ .uniformly small term/:

.3:8/

The interim result (3.8) facilitates characterizing the deviation result for the scaled deviance
measures by concentrating on the asymptotic property of
−1=2

Zα = .Y − μ0 /T H0

−1=2

.Bα − Bα0 /H0

.Y − μ0 /:

When the Yi s are Gaussian, it can be seen that Zα ∼ χ2|α|−|α0 | for each ﬁxed α. Thus, the deviation
result on maxα⊃α0 , |α|K Zα can be obtained by explicitly calculating the tail probabilities of χ2

random variables. However, if the Yi s are non-Gaussian, it is challenging to study the asymptotic
property of Zα , not to mention the uniform result across all overﬁtted models. To overcome
this difﬁculty, we use the decoupling inequality (De La Peña and Montgomery-Smith, 1994) to
study Zα . The main results for overﬁtted models are given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the design matrix satisﬁes maxij |xij | = O.n1=2−τ / with τ ∈ . 13 , 21 ] and
log.p/ = O.nκ / for some 0 < κ < 1. Under conditions 1 and 2 in Section 6, as n → ∞,
1
{D.μ̂αÅ ; Y/ − D.μ̂0 ; Y/} = Op .ψn /
|α| − |α0 |
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uniformly for all α  α0 with |α|  K, and ψn is speciﬁed in the following two situations:
√
(a) ψn = log.p/ when the Yi s are bounded, K = O.min{n.3τ −κ−1/=3 , n.4τ −1−3κ/=8 }/ and κ 
3τ − 1;
(b) ψn = log.p/ when the Yi s are Gaussian distributed, or when the Yi s are√unbounded nonGaussian distributed, additional condition 3 holds, K = O[n.6τ −2−κ/=6 { log.n/ + mn }−1 ],
κ  6τ − 2, and mn = o.n.6τ −2−κ/=6 /.
The results in theorem 2 hold for all overﬁtted models, which provides an insight into a high
dimensional scenario beyond the asymptotic result characterized by a χ2 -distribution when p
is ﬁxed. Theorem 2 entails that, when an is chosen such that an ψn−1 → ∞, uniformly for any
overﬁtted model α  α0 ,
 an
|α| − |α0 | 
GICaÅn .α/ − GICÅan .α0 / =
an − Op .ψn / >
.3:9/
n
2n
with asymptotic probability 1. Thus, we can now differentiate overﬁtted models from the truth
by examining the values of the proxy GICaÅn .α/.
4.

Consistent tuning parameter selection with the generalized information criterion

Now, we are ready to study the appropriate choice of an such that the tuning parameter λ0 can
be selected consistently by minimizing GIC as deﬁned in equation (2.4). In practical implementation, the tuning parameter λ is considered over a range and, correspondingly, a collection
of models is produced. Let λmax and λmin be respectively the upper and lower limits of the
regularization parameter, where λmax can be easily chosen such that αλmax is empty and λmin
can be chosen such that β̂λmin is sparse, and the corresponding model size K = |αλmin | satisﬁes
conditions in theorem 3 below. Using the same notation as in Zhang et al. (2010), we partition
the interval [λmin , λmax ] into subsets
Ω− = {λ ∈ [λmin , λmax ] : αλ ⊃ α0 },
Ω+ = {λ ∈ [λmin , λmax ] : αλ ⊃ α0 and αλ = α0 }:
Thus, Ω− is the set of λs that result in underﬁtted models, and Ω+ is the set of λs that produce
overﬁtted models.
We now present the main result of the paper. Combining expressions (2.10), (3.4) and (3.9)
with proposition 1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Under the same conditions in proposition 1, theorem 1 and theorem 2, if δn K−1 R−1
n
→ ∞, an satisﬁes nδn s−1 an−1 → ∞ and an ψn−1 → ∞, where Rn and ψn are speciﬁed in theorems
1 and 2, then, as n → ∞,
P{

inf

λ∈Ω− ∪Ω+

GICan .λ/ > GICan .λ0 /} → 1,

where λ0 is the tuning parameter in condition 4 in Section 6 that consistently identiﬁes the true
model.
The two requirements on an specify a range such that GIC is consistent in model selection for
penalized MLEs. They reveal the synthetic impacts due to the signal strength, tail probability
behaviour of the response and the dimensionality. Speciﬁcally, an ψn−1 → ∞ means that an should
diverge to ∞ adequately fast so that the true model is not dominated by overﬁtted models. In
contrast, nδn s−1 an−1 → ∞ restricts the diverging rate of an , which can be viewed as constraints
due to the signal strength quantiﬁed by δn in equation (2) and the size s of the true model.
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Note that ψn in theorem 2 is a power of log.p/. The condition an ψn−1 in theorem 3 clearly
demonstrates the effect of dimensionality p so the penalty on the model complexity should
incorporate log.p/. From this perspective, the AIC and even the BIC may fail to identify the
true model consistently when p grows exponentially fast with n. As can be seen from the technical proofs in Appendix A, the huge number of overﬁtted candidate models leads to the model
complexity penalty involving log.p/. Moreover, theorem 3 actually accommodates the existing
results—e.g. the modiﬁed BIC as in Wang et al. (2009). If dimensionality p is only of polynomial
order of sample size n (i.e. p = nc for some c  0), then log.p/ = O{log.n/}, and thus the modiﬁed BIC with an = log{log.n/}log.n/ can consistently select the true model in Gaussian linear
models. As mentioned in Section 1, theorem 3 produces a phase diagram of how the model
complexity penalty should adapt to the growth of sample size n and dimensionality p.
Theorem 3 speciﬁes a range of an for consistent model selection:
nδn s−1 an−1 → ∞ and

an ψn−1 → ∞:

For practical implementation, we propose to use a uniform choice an = log{log.n/} log.p/ in
GIC. The diverging part log{log.n/} ensures an ψn−1 → ∞ for all situations in theorem 3, and
the slow diverging rate can ideally avoid underﬁtting. As a direct consequence of theorem 3, we
have the following corollary for the validity of the choice of an .
Corollary 1. Under the same conditions in theorem 3 and letting an = log{log.n/} log.p/, as
n→∞
P{

inf

λ∈Ω− ∪Ω+

GICan .λ/ > GICan .λ0 /} → 1

−1 log{log.n/}−1 log.p/−1 → ∞, where R is as speciﬁed in theoif δn K−1 R−1
n
n → ∞ and nδn s
rem 1.

When an is chosen appropriately as in theorem 3 and corollary 1, minimizing equation (2.4)
identiﬁes the tuning parameter λ0 with probability tending to 1. This concludes a valid tuning
parameter selection approach for identifying the true model for penalized likelihood methods.

5.

Numerical examples

5.1. Simulations
We implement the proposed tuning parameter selection procedure using GIC with an =
log{log.n/} log.p/ as proposed in corollary 1. We compare its performance with those obtained
by using the AIC (an = 2) and BIC (an = log.n//. In addition an = log.p/ is also assessed, which
is one of the possible criteria proposed in Wang and Zhu (2011). Throughout the simulations,
the number of replications is 1000. In the numerical studies, the performance of the AIC is
substantially worse than that of other tuning parameter selection methods, especially when p is
much larger than n, so we omit the corresponding results for ease of presentation.
We ﬁrst consider the Gaussian linear regression where continuous response variables are
generated from the model
Yi = xiT β + "i ,

i = 1, : : : , n:

.5:1/

The row vectors xi of the design matrix X are generated independently from a p-dimensional
multivariate standard Gaussian distribution, and the "i s are independant and identically distributed N.0, σ 2 / with σ = 3:0 corresponding to the noise level. In our simulations, p is taken to
be the integer part of exp{.n − 20/0:37 }. We let n increase from 100 to 500 with p ranging from 157
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to 18376. The number of true covariates s grows with n in the following manner. Initially, s = 3,
and the ﬁrst ﬁve elements of the true coefﬁcient vector β0 are set to be .3:0, 1:5, 0:0, 0:0, 2:0/T
and all remaining elements are 0. Afterward, s increases by 1 for every 40-unit increment in n
and the new element takes the value 2.5. For each simulated data set, we calculate the penalized
MLE β̂λ by using equation (2.3) with ln .β/ being the log-likelihood function for the linear
regression model (5.1).
We then consider logistic regression where binary response variables are generated from the
model
P.Yi = 1|xi / =

1
,
1 + exp.−xiT β/

i = 1, : : : , n:

.5:2/

The design matrix X = .x1 , x2 , : : : , xn /T , dimensionality p and sample size n are similarly speciﬁed
as in the linear regression example. The ﬁrst ﬁve elements of β0 are set to be .−3:0, 1:5, 0:0,
0:0, −2:0/T and the remaining components are all 0s. Afterwards, the number of non-zero
parameters s increases by 1 for every 80-unit increment in n with the value being 2.0 and −2:0
alternately. The penalized MLE β̂λ is computed for each simulated data set based on equation
(2.3) with ln .β/ being the log-likelihood function for the logistic regression model (5.2).
We apply regularization methods with the lasso (Tibshirani, 1996), SCAD (Fan and Li, 2001)
and the minimax concave penalty (Zhang, 2010), and co-ordinate descent algorithms (Breheny
and Huang, 2010; Friedman et al., 2010) are carried out in optimizing the objective functions.
The results of the minimax concave penalty are very similar to those of the SCAD penalty, and
they have been omitted. We also compare with a reweighted adaptive lasso method, whose adapλ
tive weight for βj is chosen as pλ .β̂j,lasso
/ with pλ .·/ being the derivative of the SCAD penalty,
λ
λ
λ
T
and β̂ lasso = .β̂ 1,lasso , : : : , β̂ p,lasso / being the lasso estimator. We remark that this reweighted
adaptive lasso method shares the same spirit as the original SCAD-regularized estimate. In
fact, a similar method, the local linear approximation method, has been proposed and studied in Zou and Li (2008). They showed that, under some conditions of the initial estimator
β̂lasso , the reweighted adaptive lasso estimator discussed above enjoys the same oracle property
as the original SCAD-regularized estimator. The similarities between these two estimates can
also be seen in Figs 1 and 2.
For each regularization method—say, the SCAD method—when carrying out the tuning
parameter selection procedure, we ﬁrst calculate partly the solution path by choosing λmin and
λmax . Here, λmax is chosen in such a way that no covariate is selected
by the SCAD method
√
in the corresponding model, whereas λmin is the value where [3 n] covariates are selected.
Subsequently, for a grid of 200 values of λ equally spaced on the log-scale over [λmin , λmax ],
we calculate the SCAD-regularized estimates. This results in a sequence of candidate models.
Then we apply each of the aforementioned tuning parameter selection methods to select the
best model from the sequence. We repeat the same procedure for other regularization methods.
To evaluate the tuning parameter selection methods, we calculate the percentage of correctly
speciﬁed models, the average number of false 0s identiﬁed and the median model error E[xiT β̂ −
xiT β0 ]2 for each selected model. We remark that the median and mean of model errors are
qualitatively similar, and we use the median just to make results comparable with those in
Wang et al. (2009). The comparison results are summarized in Figs 1 and 2. We clearly see that,
for SCAD and the adaptive lasso, higher percentages of correctly speciﬁed models are achieved
when an = log{log.n/} log.p/ is used. The lasso method performs relative poorly, owing to its
bias issue (Fan and Lv, 2010). In fact, our GIC aims at selecting the true model, whereas it
is known that the lasso tends to overselect many variables. Thus GIC selects larger values of
tuning parameter λ for the lasso than for other regularization methods to enforce the model
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Fig. 1. Results for the linear model and Gaussian errors and cn D log{log.n/} (, SCAD; 4, adaptive
lasso; C, lasso;
, GIC1  cn log.p/; - - - - - - - , GIC2  log.p/I . . . . . . . , BIC  log.n//: (a) correctly specified
models; (b) average number of false non-zeros; (c) median of model errors; (d) median of the selected tuning
parameters

sparsity, as shown in Figs 1(d) and 2(d). This larger thresholding level λ results in an even more
severe bias issue as well as missing true weak covariates for the lasso method, which in turn
cause larger model errors (see Figs 1(c) and 2(c)).
As expected and seen from Figs 1(b) and 2(b), an = log{log.n/} log.p/ in combination with
SCAD and the adaptive lasso has much fewer false positive results, which is the main reason
for the substantial improvements in model selection. This demonstrates the need for applying
an appropriate value of an in ultrahigh dimensions. In Figs 1(c) and 2(c), we report the median
of relative model errors of the reﬁtted unpenalized estimates for each selected model. We use
the oracle model error from the ﬁtted true model as the baseline, and we report the ratios of
model errors for selected models to the oracle errors. From Figs 1(c) and 2(c), we can see that
the median relative model errors corresponding to log{log.n/} log.p/ decrease to 1 very fast
and are consistently smaller than those by using the BIC, for both SCAD and the adaptive
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,
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lasso. This demonstrates the improvement by using a more accurate model selection procedure
in an ultrahigh dimensional setting. As the sample size n increases, the chosen tuning parameter
decreases as shown in Figs 1(d) and 2(d). We also observe from Figs 1(d) and 2(d) that an =
log{log.n/} log.p/ results in relatively larger values of selected λ. Since λ controls the level of
sparsity of the model, Figs 1(d) and 2(d) reﬂect the extra model complexity penalty made by
our GIC to select the true model from a huge collection of candidate models, as theoretically
demonstrated in previous sections.
5.2. Gene expression data analysis
We now examine the tuning parameter selection procedures on the data from a gene expression
study of leukaemia patients. The study is described in Golub et al. (1999) and the data set
is available from http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu/MPR. The training set contains gene
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expression levels of two types of acute leukaemias: 27 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia and 11 patients with acute myeloid leukaemia (AML). Gene expression levels for another 34
patients are available in a test set. We applied the preprocessing steps as in Dudoit et al. (2002),
which resulted in p = 3051 genes. We create a binary response variable based on the types of
leukaemias by letting Yi = 1 (or Yi = 0) if the corresponding patient has acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia (or AML). By using the gene expression levels as covariates in xi , we ﬁt the data
to the penalized logistic regression model (5.2) using the SCAD penalty for a sequence of
tuning parameters. Applying the AIC, seven genes were selected, which is close to the results by
the cross-validation procedure applied in Breheny and Huang (2011). Applying the BIC, four
genes were selected. When applying GIC with an = log{log.n/} log.p/, only one gene, CST3
Cystatin C (amyloid angiopathy and cerebral haemorrhage), was selected. We note that this
gene was included in those selected by the AIC and BIC. Given the small sample size (n = 38)
and extremely high dimensionality (p > 3000), the variable selection result is not surprising. By
further examining the gene expression level of CST3 Cystatin C, we can ﬁnd that it is actually
highly informative in differentiating between the two types acute lymphoblastic leukaemia and
AML even by using only one gene. To assess the out-of-sample performance, we generated
the accuracy proﬁle by ﬁrst ordering the patients according to the gene expression level of
CST3 Cystatin C and then plotting the top x% patients against the y% of actual AML cases
among them. By looking at the accuracy proﬁle in Fig. 3 according to the ranking using the
gene expression level of CST3 Cystatin C, we can see that the proﬁle is very close to the oracle
proﬁle that knows the truth. For comparison, we also plot the accuracy proﬁles based on genes
selected by the AIC and BIC. As remarked in Dudoit et al. (2002), the out-of-sample test set
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Fig. 3. Accuracy profiles of the selected gene expression level for discriminating between the types of
leukaemia: - - -, oracle;
, GIC; – – – , AIC; . . . . . . . , BIC
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is more heterogeneous because of a broader range of samples, including those from peripheral
blood and bone marrow, from childhood AML patients, and even from laboratories that used
different sample preparation protocols. In this case, the accuracy proﬁle is instead an informative
indication in telling the predicting power of gene expression levels.
6. Technical conditions and intermediate results
For model identiﬁability, we assume in Section 3.1 that equation (3.1) has a unique minimizer
β̂Å .α/ for all α satisfying |α|  K. By optimization theory, βÅ .α/ is the unique solution to the
ﬁrst-order equation
XαT {b .Xβ0 / − b .Xβ.α//} = 0,

.6:1/

where Xα is the design matrix corresponding to model α. It has been discussed in Lv and
Liu (2010) that a sufﬁcient condition for the uniqueness of the solution to equation (6.1) is
the combination of condition 1 below and the assumption that Xα has full rank. In practice,
requiring the design matrix Xα to be full rank is not stringent because a violation means that
some explanatory variables can be expressed as linear combinations of other variables, and thus
they can always be eliminated to make the design matrix non-singular.
For theoretical analysis, we assume that the true parameter β0 is in some sufﬁciently large,
convex, compact set B in Rp , and that βÅ .α/∞ is uniformly bounded by some positive constant for all models α with |α|  K. Denote by W = .W1 , : : : , Wn /T where Wi = Yi − E[Yi ] is the
model error for the ith observation. The following conditions are imposed in the theoretical
developments of results in this paper.
Condition 1. The function b.θ/ is three times differentiable with c0  b .θ/  c0−1 and |b .θ/| 
in its domain for some constant c0 > 0.

c0−1

Condition 2. For any α ⊂ {1, : : : , p} such that |α|  K, n−1 XαT Xα has the smallest and largest
eigenvalues bounded from below and above by c1 and 1=c1 for some c1 > 0, where K is some
positive integer satisfying K > s and K = o.n/.
Condition
√ 3. For unbounded and non-Gaussian distributed Yi , there is a diverging sequence
mn = o. n/ such that
sup max |b .|xiT β|/|  mn ,

.6:2/

β∈B1 1in

where B1 = {β ∈ B : |supp.β/|  K}. Additionally Wi s follow the uniform sub-Gaussian distribution—i.e. there are constants c2 , c3 > 0 such that, uniformly for all i = 1, : : : , n,
P.|Wi |  t/  c2 exp.−c3 t 2 /

for any t > 0:
β̂λ0

.6:3/
.n−π /

− β 0 2 = O p
for
Condition 4. There is a λ0 ∈ [λmin , λmax ] such that αλ0 = α0 and
0 < π < 21 . Moreover, for each ﬁxed λ, pλ .t/ is non-increasing over t ∈ .0, ∞/. Also,
nπ minj∈α0 |β0j | → ∞ as n → ∞.
Condition 1 implies that the generalized linear model (2.2) has smooth and bounded variance function. It ensures the existence of the Fisher information for statistical inference with
model (2.2). For commonly used generalized linear models, condition 1 is satisﬁed. These include
the Gaussian linear model, the logistic regression model and the Poisson regression model with
bounded variance function. Thus, all models ﬁtted in Section 5 satisfy this condition. Condition 2
on the design matrix is important for ensuring the uniqueness of the population parameter
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βÅ .α/. If a random-design matrix is considered, Wang (2009) showed that condition 2 holds
with probability tending to 1 under appropriate assumptions on the distribution of the predictor
vector xi , true model size s and the dimensionality p, which are satisﬁed by the settings in our
simulation examples.
Condition 3 is a technical condition that is used to control the tail behaviour of unbounded
non-Gaussian response Yi . It is imposed to ensure a general and broad applicability of the
method. For many practically applied models such as those in Section 5, this condition is not
required. Inequality (6.2) is on the mean function of the response variable, whereas condition
(6.3) is on the tail probability distribution of the model error. The combination of conditions (6.2)
and (6.3) controls the magnitude of the response variable Yi in probability uniformly. If we further
have β∞  C with some constant C > 0 for any β ∈ B1 , with B1 deﬁned in condition 3, then
sup max |xiT β|  sup Xsupp.β/ ∞ β∞  CK max |xij |:

β∈B1 1in

β∈B1

ij

Hence, condition (6.2) holds if |b .t/| is bounded by mn for all |t|  CK maxij |xij |. Conditions
that are analogous to condition (6.2) were made in Fan and Song (2010) and Bühlmann and
van de Geer (2011) for studying high dimensional penalized likelihood methods.
Since our interest is in tuning parameter selection, we impose condition 4 to ensure that the
true model can be recovered by regularization methods. No requirements in this condition are
restrictive from the practical perspective, and their validity and applicability can be supported
by existing results in the literature on variable selection via regularization methods. Speciﬁcally,
the ﬁrst part of condition 4 is satisﬁed automatically if the penalized likelihood method maximizing equation (2.3) has the oracle property (Fan and Li, 2001). Meanwhile, the desirable
oracle property and selection consistency for various penalized likelihood methods have been
extensively studied recently. For example, Zhao and Yu (2006) proved that, in the linear model
setting, the lasso method with l1 -penalty pλ .t/ = λt has model selection consistency under the
strong irrepresentable condition. Zhang and Huang (2006) studied the sparsity and bias of
the lasso estimator and established the consistency rate, and Lv and Fan (2009) established the
weak oracle property of the regularized least squares estimator with general concave penalty
functions. For generalized linear models, Fan and Lv (2011) proved that the penalized likelihood methods with folded concave penalty functions enjoy the oracle property in the setting of
non-polynomial dimensionality. The second part of condition 4 is a mild assumption on pλ .t/ to
avoid excessive bias, which is satisﬁed by commonly used penalty functions in practice, including
those in our numerical examples—i.e. the lasso, SCAD and minimax concave penalty. The last
part of condition 4, nπ minj∈α0 |β0j | → ∞, is a general and reasonable speciﬁcation on the signal
strength for ensuring the model selection sign consistency—i.e. sgn.β̂λ0 / = sgn.β0 /, of the esti1=2
mator β̂λ0 . This, together with the technical condition pλ0 . 21 minj∈α0 |β0j√
|/ = o.s−1=2 n−1=2 an /
Å
λ
ξ=2
0
in proposition 1, is used to show that β̂ − β̂ .α0 /2 = op {log.p/ = n} with ξ deﬁned in
proposition 3. For a more speciﬁc data model and penalty function, alternative weaker conditions may replace condition 4 as long as the same result holds.
Å
We now establish the uniform convergence of the MLE β̂ .α/ to the population parameter
βÅ .α/ over all models α with |α|  K. This intermediate result plays a pivotal role in measuring
the goodness of ﬁt of underﬁtted and overﬁtted models in Section 3.
Proposition 2. Under conditions 1 and 2, as n → ∞,
sup

|α|K
α⊂{1,:::,p}

 
log.p/
1
Å
√ β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/2 = Op Ln
n
|α|

,
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when either
(a) the Yi s are bounded or Gaussian distributed, Ln = O.1/ and log.p/ = o.n/ or
(b) the√Yi s are unbounded non-Gaussian distributed, additional condition 3 holds, Ln =
O{ log.n/ + mn } and log.p/ = o.n=L2n /.
Å
Proposition 2 extends the consistency result of β̂ .α0 / to β0 to the uniform setting over all
candidate models with model size less than K , where there are . p / ∼ pK such models in total.
k
The large amount of candidate models causes the extra term log.p/ in the rate of convergence.
On the basis of proposition 2, we have the following result on the log-likelihood ratio for nonGaussian generalized linear model response. It parallels result (3.7) in the Gaussian response
setting.
Proposition 3. Suppose that the design matrix satisﬁes maxij |xij | = O.n1=2−τ / with τ ∈ .0, 21 ].
Then, under conditions 1 and 2, uniformly for all models α ⊇ α0 with |α|  K, as n → ∞,
Å
−1=2
−1=2
l {β̂ .α/} − l {βÅ .α/} = 1 .Y − μ /T H
B H
.Y − μ /
n

n

0

2

0

α

0

0

+ |α|5=2 Op {L2n n1=2−2τ log.p/1+ξ=2 } + |α|4 Op {n1−4τ log.p/2 }
+ |α|3 Op {L3n n1−3τ log.p/3=2 }
when
(a) the Yi s are bounded, ξ = 21 and Ln = O.1/ or
(b) the Yi√
s are unbounded non-Gaussian distributed, additional condition 3 holds, ξ = 1 and
Ln = log.n/ + mn .
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Appendix A
A.1. Lemmas
We ﬁrst present a few lemmas whose proofs are given in the on-line supplementary material.
Lemma 1. Assume that W1 , : : : , Wn are independent and have uniform sub-Gaussian distribution (6.3).
Then, with probability at least 1 − o.1/,
√
W∞  C1 log.n/
with some constant C1 > 0. Moreover, for any positive sequence L̃n → ∞, if n is sufﬁciently large, there
is some constant C2 > 0 such that
n

2
n−1 E[Wi |Ωn ]2  C2 L̃n exp.−C2 L̃n /:
i=1

Lemma 2. If the Yi s are unbounded non-Gaussian
√ distributed and conditions 1 and 2 hold, then, for
any diverging sequence γn → ∞ satisfying γn Ln {K log.p/=n} → 0,
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1
log.p/
.A:1/
Zα γn Ln
= Op {L2n n−1 log.p/},
|α|
|α|
n
|α|K
√
where Ln = 2mn + C1 log.n/ with C1 deﬁned in lemma 1. If the Yi s are bounded and conditions 1 and
2 hold, then the same result holds with Ln replaced with 1.
−1=2
Lemma 3. Let Ỹ ≡ .Ỹ 1 , : : : , Ỹ n /T = H0 .Y − μ0 /. For any K = o.n/,
sup

1
T
Ỹ .Bα − Bα0 /Ỹ = Op {log.p/ξ },
α⊃α0 , |α|K |α| − |α0 |
sup

where
(a) ξ = 21 when the Ỹ i s are bounded and
(b) ξ = 1 when the Ỹ i s are uniform sub-Gaussian random variables.
We use empirical process techniques to prove the main results. We ﬁrst introduce some notation. For a
given model α with |α|  K and a given N > 0, deﬁne the set
B .N/ = {β ∈ Rp : β − βÅ .α/  N, supp.β/ = α} ∪ {βÅ .α/}:
α

2

Consider the negative log-likelihood loss function ρ.s, Yi / = −Yi s + b.s/ − c.Yi , φ/ for s ∈ R. Then
n

ln .β/ = − ρ.xiT β, Yi /:
i=1

Further, deﬁne Zα .N/ as

Zα .N/ = sup n−1 |ln .β/ − ln {βÅ .α/} − E[ln .β/ − ln {βÅ .α/}]|:

.A:2/

β∈Bα .N/

It is seen that Zα .N/ is the supremum of the absolute value of an empirical process indexed by β ∈
Bα .N/. Deﬁne the event Ωn = {W∞  L̃n } with W = Y − E[Y] being the error vector and L̃n some
positive sequence that may diverge with n. Then, for bounded responses, P.Ωn / = 1 if L̃n is chosen as a
sufﬁciently√large constant; for unbounded and non-Gaussian responses, by lemma 1, P.Ωn / =√1 − o.1/
if L̃n = C1 log.n/ with C1 > 0 a sufﬁciently large constant. On the event Ωn , Y∞  mn + C1 log.n/.
Throughout, we use C to denote a generic positive constant, and we slightly abuse the notation by using
β.α/ to denote either the p-vector or its subvector on the support α when there is no confusion.

A.2. Proof of proposition 1

First note that β̂0 ≡ β̂Å .α0 / maximizes the log-likelihood ln .β/ restricted to model α0 . Thus, @ln .β̂0 /=@β = 0.
Moreover, it follows from condition 1 that
@
ln .β/ = XT H.β/X:
@2 β
Thus, by Taylor’s expansion and condition 2 we obtain
0  GICÅ .α / − GIC .λ /
an

0

an

0

1
λ0
= {l.β̂ / − l.β̂0 /}
n
1 λ0
= − .β̂ − β̂0 /T XT H.β̃/X.β̂λ0 − β̂0 /  −Cβ̂λ0 − β̂0 22 ,
n

.A:3/

where β̃ lie on the line segment connecting β̂λ0 and β̂0 , and we have used supp.β̂λ0 / = supp.β̂0 / = α0 for
the last inequality. It remains to prove that β̂λ0 − β̂0 2 is small.
Let β̂λα00 and β̂0, α0 be the subvectors of β̂λ0 and β̂0 on the support α0 , correspondingly. Since β̂λ0
minimizes ln .β/ + nΣnj=1 pλ0 .|βj |/, it follows from classical optimization theory that β̂λα00 is a critical value,
and thus
λ0

λ0

X0T {Y − b .X0 β̂α0 /} + n p̄λn.β̂α0 / = 0,
λ0

λ0

λ0

where X0 is the design matrix of the true model, and p̄λn .β̂α0 / is a vector with components sgn.β̂ j /pλ0 .|β̂ j |/
and j ∈ α0 . Since β̂0 is the MLE when restricted to the support α0 , X0T {Y − b .X0 β̂0, α0 /} = 0. Thus, the
above equation can be rewritten as
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λ0

λ0

.A:4/

X0T {b .X0 β̂0, α0 / − b .X0 β̂α0 /} + n p̄λn .β̂α0 / = 0,
λ0
X0T H.X0 β̄/X0 .β̂α0

Now, applying
Taylor’s expansion to equation (A.4) we obtain that
λ0
n p̄λ0 .|β̂α0 |/, where β̄ lies between the line segment connecting β̂λα00 and β̂0, α0 . Therefore,
λ0

− β̂0, α0 /=

λ0

β̂α0 − β̂0, α0 = n{X0T H.X0 β̄/X0 }−1 p̄λ0 .β̂α0 /:
This together with conditions 1 and 2 ensures that
λ0

λ0

β̂α0 − β̂0, α0 2  Cp̄λ0 .β̂α0 /2 :

λ0

.A:5/
λ0

−π

Since we have assumed that β̂ − β0 2 = Op .n /, it follows that, for sufﬁciently large n, minj∈α0 |β̂j | 
minj∈α0 |β0j | − n−π  2−1 minj∈α0 |β0j |. Thus, by theorem assumptions,
√
√
λ0
p̄λ0 .β̂α0 /2  spλ0 . 21 min |β0j |/ = o{ .n−1 an /}:
j∈α0

Combining the above inequality with inequality (A.5) yields
λ0

λ0

β̂ − β̂0 2 = β̂α0 − β̂0, α0 2  o.n−1=2 an1=2 /:
This, together with expression (A.3), completes the proof of result (2.9).

A.3. Proof of proposition 2

We ﬁrst consider non-Gaussian responses. Using the similar idea in van de Geer (2002), for a given N > 0,
Å
Å
Å
−1
deﬁne a convex combination β̂u .α/ = u β̂Å .α/
Å + .1 − u/ β .α/ with u = {1 + β̂ .α/ − β .α/2 =N} :
Then, by deﬁnition, β̂u .α/ − βÅ .α/2 = uβ̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/2  N. If supp.β̂u / = α, then modify the deﬁnition of u a little by slightly increasing N to make supp.β̂u / = α. So we assume implicitly that supp.β̂u / = α
and thus that β̂u ∈ Bα .N/. The key is to prove
  log.p/
1
sup √ β̂u .α/ − βÅ .α/2 = Op Ln
:
.A:6/
|α|
n
|α|K
Å
Then, by noting that β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/  N=2 implies that β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/  N, the result in proposition
u

2

2

2 is proved.
Now, we proceed to prove result (A.6). By the concavity of the log-likelihood function,
Å
l {β̂ .α/}  u l {β̂ .α/} + .1 − u/ l {βÅ .α/}:
n

n

u

n

Å
Since β̂ .α/ maximizes ln .β/ over all models with support α, the above inequality can further be written
Å
as ln {β .α/}  ln {β̂u .α/}. However, since βÅ .α/ minimizes the KL divergence I{β.α/} in equation (3.1),
we obtain
E[l {βÅ .α/} − l {β̂ .α/}] = I{β̂ .α/} − I{βÅ .α/}  0,
n

n

u

u

= −Σni=1 E[ρ.xiT β̂u , Yi /]

should be understood as E[ρ.xiT β̂u , Yi /] = ρ.xiT β̂u , y/ dFi .y/
where E[ln {β̂u .α/}]
with Fi .·/ being the distribution function of Yi . Combining these two results yields
0  E[ln {βÅ .α/} − ln {β̂u .α/}]
 ln {β̂u .α/} − E[ln {β̂u .α/}] − .ln {βÅ .α/} − E[ln {βÅ .α/}]/  nZα .N/,

.A:7/

where Zα .N/ is deﬁned in equation (A.2). However, by equation (6.1), for any β.α/ ∈ Bα .N/,
E[ln {β.α/} − ln {βÅ .α/}] = b .Xβ0 /T X {β.α/ − βÅ .α/} − 1T {b.X β.α// − b.X βÅ .α//}
= b .XβÅ .α//T X{β.α/ − βÅ .α/} − 1T {b.X β.α// − b.X βÅ .α//}
= − 21 .β.α/ − βÅ .α//T XαT H̃Xα .β.α/ − βÅ .α//,
where H̃ = diag{b .Xβ̄.α//} and β̄.α/ lies on the segment connecting βÅ .α/ and β.α/. Thus, it follows
from conditions 1 and 3 that, for any β.α/ ∈ Bα .N/,
E[l {β.α/} − l {βÅ .α/}]  − 1 c c nβ.α/ − βÅ .α/2 :
n

n

2 0 1

2
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This, together with inequality (A.7), entails that, for any β.α/ ∈ Bα .N/,
β.α/ − βÅ .α/2  2.c c /−1 Z .N/:
0 1

2

√

α

Since β̂u ∈ Bα .N/, taking N = Nn ≡ γn Ln {|α|log.p/=n} and by lemma 2, we have
1
1
sup √ β̂u .α/ − βÅ .α/2  2.c0 c1 /−1 sup
Zα .Nn /
|α|
|α|
|α|K
|α|K

1=2

  log.p/
= Op Ln
n

,

√
where Ln = 2mn + O{ log.n/} when the Yi s are unbounded non-Gaussian, and Ln = O.1/ when the Yi s
are bounded. This completes the proof of result (A.6).
Å
Now consider the Gaussian response. For a given model α, we have the explicit form that β̂ .α/ =
Å
T
−1 T
T
.Xα Xα / Xα Y. Since Xα {X β .α/ − Xβ0 } = 0, direct calculation yields
Å
β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/ = .XαT Xα /−1 XαT W:
Å
Å
Since W ∼ N.0, σ 2 In /, it follows that β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/ ∼ N.0, σ 2 I|α| /. So σ −2 β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/22 ∼ χ2|α| . Thus,
for t > 0, there exists C > 0:
Å
P{β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/2  |α|t}  C exp.−C|α|t/:
2

Using a similar method to that before, we obtain that
√
Å
sup |α|−1=2 β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/2 = Op [ {log.p/=n}]:
|α|K

This completes the proof.

A.4. Proof of proposition 3 Å

By Taylor series expansion, ln {β̂ .α/} − ln {βÅ .α/} can be written as
Å
ln {β̂ .α/} − ln {βÅ .α/} = I1 .α/ − I2 .α/ + I3 .α/,

.A:8/

where
Å
I1 .α/ = .β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α//T XT {Y − b .X βÅ .α//},

.A:9/

Å
Å
I2 .α/ = 21 .β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α//T XT H0 X.β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α//,

.A:10/

and I3 .α/ is the remainder term. We shall study them one by one.
We ﬁrst consider I1 .α/. Since β̂Å .α/ is the MLE, it satisﬁes the ﬁrst-order equation XαT {Y − b .X β̂Å .α//}
= 0. Applying the Taylor series expansion to b .X β̂Å .α// yields
XT Y = XT {b .X βÅ .α// + H X.β̂Å .α/ − βÅ .α// + v },
α

α

α

0

where
Å
Å
.A:11/
vi = 21 b {xiT β̃ .α/}{xiT .β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α//}2
Å
Å
and β̃ .α/ lying on the line segment connecting βÅ .α/ and β̂ .α/. Since equation (6.1) ensures that
Å
T 
T 
Xα b .Xβ0 / = Xα b .Xβ .α//, thus we have
Å
β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/ = .XαT H0 Xα /−1 XαT {Y − b .X βÅ .α// − vα }
= .XαT H0 Xα /−1 XαT .Y − μ0 − vα /:
.A:12/
vα = .v1 , : : : , vn /T

Combining equations (A.9) and (A.12), we obtain
−1=2

I1 .α/ = .Y − μ0 /T H0
where Bα is deﬁned in equation (3.6) and
Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, we have

−1=2

Bα H0

.Y − μ0 / + R1, α ,

−1=2
−1=2
R1, α = −vαT H0 Bα H0 W.

.A:13/

We only need to study R1, α . By the
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−1=2

|R1, α |  Bα H0

−1=2

W2 H0

−1=2

vα 2  .Bα0 H0

−1=2

W2 + R̃1, α 2 /H0

vα 2 ,

.A:14/

−1=2
R̃1, α = .Bα − Bα0 /H0 W.

where
We consider the terms on the very right-hand side of inequality (A.14)
one by one. By the Markov inequality, and noting that H0 = E[WWT ] and tr.Bα0 Bα0 / = |α0 |, we can derive
that for any γn → ∞
−1=2

P{Bα0 H0

√
W2  .|α0 |γn /} 
=

1
−1=2
E[Bα0 H0 W22 ]
|α0 |γn

1
1
−1=2
−1=2
tr.Bα0 H0 E[WWT ]H0 Bα0 / = → 0:
|α0 |γn
γn

Therefore,
−1=2

Bα0 H0

√
W2 = Op . |α0 |/:

.A:15/

Next, by lemma 3 we obtain that uniformly for all α
.|α| − |α0 |/−1=2 R̃1, α 2 = Op {log.p/ξ=2 },
−1=2
H0 vα 2 .

.A:16/



Since b .·/ is bounded, maxij |xij | = O.n1=2−τ /
where ξ is deﬁned therein. Finally we consider
and supp{β̂Å .α/} = supp{βÅ .α/} = α, by equation (A.11) and condition 2,
n
1=2
 T Å
−1=2
|xi .β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α//|4
H0 vα 2  Cvα 2  C
i=1

 C|α|n

3=2−2τ

β̂Å .α/ − βÅ .α/22 = |α|2 Op {L2n n1=2−2τ log.p/}:

.A:17/

Combining expressions (A.14)–(A.17), and in view of equation (A.13), we obtain that
−1=2

I1 .α/ = .Y − μ0 /T H0

−1=2

Bα H0

.Y − μ0 / + R1, α ,

.A:18/

where, uniformly for all overﬁtted models α,
R1, α = |α|5=2 Op {L2n n1=2−2τ log.p/1+ξ=2 }:

.A:19/

Next, we consider I2 .α/ deﬁned in equation (A.10). By equation (7.12) we have the decomposition
Å
Å
I2 .α/ = 21 .β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α//T XαT H0 Xα .β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α//
−1=2
−1=2
= 21 .Y − μ0 /T H0 Bα H0 .Y − μ0 / + 21 R2, α − R1, α ,

.A:20/

−1=2
−1=2
R2, α = vαT H0 Bα H0 vα ,


where
and R1, α is deﬁned in equations (A.18) and (A.19). We only need to study
R2, α . Since b .·/ is bounded, maxi, j |xij | = O.n1=2−τ / and Bα is a projection matrix, it is easy to derive that
−1=2

R2, α = vαT H0

−1=2

Bα H0

vα  vαT H0−1 vα  Cvα 22 = |α|4 Op {n1−4τ log.p/2 },

.A:21/

where the last step is because of theorem 4 and expression (A.11). The above result is uniformly over all
α with |α|  K. This, together with expressions (A.10) and (A.19)–(A.21), ensures that, uniformly for all
overﬁtted models α,
−1=2

I2 .α/ = 21 .Y − μ0 /T H0

−1=2

Bα H0

.Y − μ0 / + |α|5=2 Op {L2n n1=2−2τ log.p/1+ξ=2 } + |α|4 Op {n1−4τ log.p/2 }:
.A:22/

Finally, we consider I3 .α/ in equation (A.8). Since b .·/ is bounded, by theorem 4 we have
Å
|I .α/|  Cn5=2−3τ |α|3=2 β̂ .α/ − βÅ .α/3 = |α|3 O {n1−3τ L3 log.p/3=2 },
3

2

p

n

where this result is uniformly over all α with |α|  K. This result, together with equations (A.18), (A.22)
and (A.8), completes the proof of proposition 3.

A.5. Proof of theorem 1
We note that theorem 1 is a direct consequence of the following two propositions, the proofs of which are
given in the on-line supplementary material.
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Proposition 4. In either situation (a) or (b) in proposition 2, and under the same conditions, as n → ∞,
sup
|α|K
α⊂{1,:::,p}

1
{ln .μ̂αÅ ; Y/ − ln .μαÅ ; Y/} = Op {n−1 L2n log.p/}:
n|α|

Proposition 5. Under conditions 1 and 2, as n → ∞,
sup
|α|K
α⊂{1,:::,p}

 log.p/
1
|ln .μαÅ ; Y/ − E[ln .μαÅ ; Y/]| = Op
n|α|
n

when either
(a) the Yi s are bounded or Gaussian distributed and log.p/ = o.n/ or
(b) the Yi s are unbounded and non-Gaussian distributed, additional condition 3 holds, maxij |xij | =
O.n1=2−τ / with τ ∈ .0, 21 ] and K2 log.p/ = o.n2τ /.

A.6. Proof of theorem 2
Theorem 2 follows directly from lemma 3 and proposition 3.

A.7. Proof of theorem 3

Combining equations (3.4) with (3.9), and in view of theorems 4 and 2, we obtain that, if δn K−1 R−1
n → ∞,
an satisﬁes nδn s−1 an−1 → ∞, and an ψn−1 → ∞, then


δn
an
and inf{GICaÅn .α/ − GICaÅn .α0 /} >
→ 1,
.A:23/
P inf {GICaÅn .α/ − GICaÅn .α0 /} >
α⊃α0
αα0
2
2n
where Rn and ψn are speciﬁed in theorems 1 and 2. This, together with proposition 1 and equation (2.10),
completes the proof of the theorem.
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